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Maintain “daily” records

Don’t or
think your bookkeeping

OVER UNDER

Maintain a
paperwork / audit trail

Handle and review
checks and electronic

payments carefully

Use a computer somehow!

Use the correct
accounting system

This covers a LOT of different aspects - from making sure you're recording
on the correct/best basis for your business (cash accounting vs. accrual
accounting) - to using an in-house staff versus paid outsourcing. Your
bookkeeping keeps you organized, productive and profitable but it also
keeps you ! Don't think of it as a "necessary evil."protected

It can be difficult to find the right balance but you will find it with
practice. Don't spend more time and energy focused on recording entries
in your books than running your business - you're just avoiding work. On
the other hand, don't "put it off" until tomorrow. You're just creating
more work and problems.

As great as it is to be operating in an electronic world, business still
requires paperwork backup - not only to verify issues if needed, but also
in case electronic files get lost, damages or corrupted. Yes, it takes some
time, effort and space but it will really save you in times of trouble.

Take the time to make sure every single entry is correct. Errors on writing
checks or making electronic payments can, at best, cause confusion.
Many times it can result in large amounts of time and money wasted to
correct those errors. Oh, and don't have a "company ATM card"!

It's the 21st century so you're probably already doing this to some
degree. Just make sure you're including your bookkeeping. Whether it's
bookkeeping programs or just electronic spreadsheets, using computer
assistance really does decrease the number of errors - even if it's just
adding screw ups.

This doesn't mean you need to sit down and record your bookkeeping
entries every day. It means you need to think of your activity on a daily
basis. Whether recording sales or expenses, investments or inventory
adjustments, book them to an actual date and don't be careless.

I t's all about balance and consistency. As you look through this list of ,
you'll see that everything comes down to those to points - balance and consistency. In the long run, working

to achieve both will keep you productive but not overwhelmed.

It takes thoughtful work and practice but using these tips on a regular basis will help you create routines and
rhythms to your business processes which lead to a smooth running operation. And remember, it's not just you
that need to follow these tips. Communicate the expectations to everyone you work with!
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